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INTRODUCTION



Damien Kubrak graduated in 2002 as an electronics engineer from ENAC (Ecole Nationale de l’Aviation Civile), Toulouse, France. He received his Ph.D. in 2007 from ENST (Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Telecommunications) Paris, France. Since 2006, he is working at Thales Alenia Space where he is involved in GNSS signal processing and hybridization for indoor navigation and terrestrial transportation.



The increasing demand for positioning in urban areas has raised a huge interest in location technologies. Many different techniques exist, which all are based on the processing of various types of measurement, such as Digital TV and mobile phone signals, GNSS (High Sensitivity and Assisted chipsets), WLAN (WIFI, UWB, Zigbee) or sensors (inertial, pressure, RFID). All the positioning systems and elements have their pros and cons, depending upon the environment in which they are being deployed and operated, as well as the desired accuracy to be achieved.



François Le Gland graduated in 1978 from Ecole Centrale des Arts et Manufactures, Paris, France. He received his Ph.D. in applied mathematics in 1981 from Université Paris Dauphine, France. Since then, he has been working at INRIA (Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique) where he is now involved in particle filtering (with applications in localization, navigation and tracking), and in rare events simulation. Liyun He graduated in 2006 as a signal processing engineer from ENST Bretagne (Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Telecommunications) Brest, France. Since then, she has held several temporary positions at INRIA (Institut National de Recherche en Informatique et en Automatique) in Grenoble and in Rennes. Yann Oster graduated in 1991 from ENSEEIHT (France), as an electronic engineer. He joined Thales Alenia Space in 1998 and works in the Research Department, on embedded digital processing. ABSTRACT This paper presents the simulation results of a hybrid positioning system based on a pedestrian navigation system that takes advantage of very few measurements of different types as well as map constraints. The data fusion is achieved at infrastructure and user level. Particle and extended Kalman filters are implemented and tested against different beacon density scenarios. Results show that metric accuracy (below 3 meters) is achievable in structured areas of low beacons and WiFi AP density.



From a general point of view, outdoor positioning can be well managed with GPS chipsets, which offer the advantage of being independent of any infrastructures. However, many issues arise when going between tall building, skyscrapers or inside buildings. The accuracy of the position solution degrades quickly and the service may become unavailable. To fill this gap, alternative positioning techniques such as WIFI, inertial-based or UWB can be used, with different level of constraints and success. This paper presents the development of a low cost hybrid indoor / outdoor seamless positioning system dedicated to pedestrians and sensitive objects, whose localization is of great importance. It is composed of three phases, with first a research activity on navigation algorithms and simulations, then the construction of a demonstrator and finally a test campaign for performance assessment in real conditions. The present paper focuses on the description of the hybrid positioning system, details the selected algorithms and presents the overall performance of the system assessed on the basis of simulations. The detailed description of the demonstrator as well as the field test results is left for another publication. The first section of the paper aims at giving a clear picture of the system architecture as initially foreseen. The different fusion filters are then detailed together with their pros and cons. Once the algorithms are described, simulations are presented for different grade of



measurements, as well as different sensor combinations and spatial distribution (many or few beacons, many or few user-to-user measurements…). Results are then summarized and conclusions are finally drawn, with a short status on the ongoing task to perform. SYSTEM ARCHITECTURE The system presented in the paper aims at localizing as many as possible pedestrians together with sensitive objects within a given area, covering open sky regions and buildings of several floors. As compared to technologies mixing pedestrian navigation with UWB, WIFI or TV signals, the hybrid positioning system described hereafter rather relies on a diversity of measurements and their fusion in order to get the position of a pedestrian or an object. The approach is basically to reduce at its minimum depending on the application (compromise cost vs. accuracy) the number of elements of the infrastructure (beacons and access points) taking advantage of the various types of measurement available for data fusion rather than positions computed from various systems. The positioning system is shown below in Figure 1. The system is basically composed of four segments: 1. A set of sensors and measurement modules at the pedestrian level (or object to localize). This segment is illustrated in green in the figure 2. The infrastructure made of ranging beacons, and possible WLAN access points, shown in blue 3. The communication protocol and links based on WLAN access points (WIFI), shown in black 4. The central computer that processes all the available measurements to compute the positions of the objects or pedestrians, shown in red



pressure sensor). In addition to these elements, an RF module allows for getting ranging measurements between the sensor unit and beacons mounted inside the building where people have to be located. A specific device is finally included in the sensor unit in order to measure the distance between two users. The sensor unit communicates with the smart phone through a personal wireless connection (PAN). The smart phone is equipped with a WIFI chipset in order to perform opportune RSSI measurements with respect to WIFI access points of the infrastructure, and also to transmit all the data available stored in its non-volatile memory to the central computer. The computation of the pedestrian position can be either done autonomously at the smart phone level, or deported onto a central computer. The central computer hosts the main fusion algorithm, whose aim is to take advantage of all the data coming from the pedestrians and objects to compute or refine the respective positions. It also transmits corrections back to the terminals. Two different kinds of fusion algorithms are initially investigated, namely the particle filter and the extended Kalman filter. Four different sources of information are considered as input to the filters: 1. Drifting measurements of the pedestrian heading as well as noisy estimates of the walked distance provided by a Pedestrian Navigation System (PNS) 2. Noisy measurements of the distance between the user and a ranging beacon, or merely a detection indication when the user is within some (small) distance of proximity beacon. It is assumed that beacons are well-localized and well-identified, but there could be a limited number of these beacons in the whole building, so that these measurements are not frequently available 3. Noisy distance measurements between two users 4. Information of a different nature provided by a map of the building, which lists obstacles (essentially walls) to the user walk. FUSION FILTER GLOBAL MODEL a) Prior model based on PNS measurements



Figure 1: System architecture. Each pedestrian is equipped with a smart phone and a sensor unit composed of a set of sensors (triad of magnetometers, accelerometers, gyroscopes and a



The localization problem considered here can be described as in [4]. The state vector xk = (rk, !k, bk) at time tk is defined as the user 2D-position rk, its orientation, represented as an angle !k or equivalently as the unit 2Dvector u(!k) where u(!) = [cos(!) sin(!) ]T, and the angular bias bk. Let the true walked distance dk and the direction change "k in the time interval #k = tk – tk-1 be defined as: and The angular bias bk is modeled as an auto-regressive



random sequence of order one, or equivalently a discretized Gauss-Markov process of order one, i.e.:



In [4], the noisy PNS measurement were processed in open-loop, i.e. they were used as input to the Bayesian filter, but the result of the Bayesian filter was not fed back into the equation for the PNS estimator. In this paper, a closed-loop implementation is also proposed.



where is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean and variance sk, where



b) Measurements If a ranging beacon located at position is active at time tk, then it provides a noisy measurement of the distance between the user and the beacon, as



and Clearly, the state vector xk is related to the state vector xk-1 and to the pair (dk, "k) by the following relationships:



and variance



and In practice, the true walked distance and direction change are not known, but noisy PNS measurements are provided instead , from which PNS estimator obtained as follows:



where



are



and These position and orientation estimates, based on PNS measurements only, are know to diverge from the true position and orientation, and additional measurements should be used. To merge the different sources of information, a Bayesian approach is adopted, and the idea is to exploit the PNS measurements in a different way, so as to obtain a random model for the evolution of the unknown position and orientation. Indeed, are noisy measurements of the true walked distance and direction change with the following random model for the error: and where and are independent centered Gaussian white noises, with respectively covariance matrix and variance . The angular bias bk is modeled as above, as a discretized Gauss-Markov process of order one and should be incorporated into the state vector. Therefore, the model for the evolution of the unknown state vector is as follows:



is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean . To take into account that the error is



larger when the distance is large and also when there are obstacles between the user and the target, the variance can be made dependent on the distance itself, and this dependency may take a different expression in cases where there is no obstacle between the user and the beacon (line-of-sight condition, LOS) and in cases when there exist one or several obstacles between the user and the beacon (no line-of-sight condition, NLOS). The intensity of the signal received from a WiFi access point located at position can also been used as an indirect measurement of the distance between the user and the access point. Assuming a direct relationship between the received signal intensity and the distance, this provides another noisy measurement of the distance between the user and the beacon, as , where variance



is a centered Gaussian white noise with . Here again, the error variance



can



be made dependent on the distance and the LOS/NLOS. When two users come within close range, then each user can transmit information about what he (she) believes is his (her) own state, and this information can benefit to the other user. If the information provided by a user is sufficiently precise and reliable, then the other user can almost see this user as a sensor with known location. For simplicity of exposition, consider the case of two users indexed by the superscript “1” and “2”, respectively. The two users behave independently, until a certain time tk when a contact is made, in the sense that a noisy measurement of the distance between the two users becomes available, as shown below:



where variance



is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean and .



PARTICLE FILTER



where



denotes the distance between the



user located at position and the beacon (or the access point) located at position (in the WIFI case, the



a) Bayesian filtering The idea of Bayesian filtering is to compute the



variance



conditional density



likelihood function associated with an interaction measurement between two users will be described in a later subsection, and relies on introducing an extended state for the two users jointly.



of the hidden state



at time



given past measurements



z0:k = (z0,…,zk). The Bayesian filter satisfies the following recurrence equations:



should be used instead of



). The



b) Particle filtering



The prediction equation



The key idea behind particle filtering [5] is to use weighted samples, also called particles, to approximate the conditional density in terms of the transition density



, which



of the hidden state xk



at time tk given past measurements z0:k = (z0,…,zk), i.e



represents the uncertainty about the hidden state xk at time tk, if the hidden state xk-1 at time tk-1 would be known exactly. The correction or update or filtering equation



where



denotes the particle positions, and denotes the particle (positive) weights. In



which is simply the Bayes rule, providing the posterior density as the normalized product of the prior density and the likelihood function



.



The different terms involved in these different equations can be made explicit for the model introduced above. Indeed, the transition density factors as



its simplest and very intuitive version, these particles propagate according to the state equation where constraints are easily taken into consideration, and as a new measurement zk arrives, the particles are re-weighted to update the estimation of the state. In other words, independently for any i = 1,…,N the new particle position is sampled according to the probability density and its weight is updated up to a multiplicative normalizing constant.



and clearly and



is a Gaussian density with mean



covariance



matrix



and



respectively, Gaussian



density and



with



mean



is a and



variance



respectively, and finally



is a Gaussian density with mean and variance and



respectively. On the other hand, the



likelihood function associated with a ranging (or a WIFI) measurement is expressed as follows:



Beyond just weighting the samples, the weights could also be used more efficiently to resample, i.e. to select which samples are more interesting than others and deserve to survive and get offsprings at the next generation, and which samples are behaving poorly and should be discarded. There are many different ways to generate an independent N-sample from a weighted empirical distribution, which all reduce to specifying how many copies (or clones, replicas, offsprings, etc.) will be allocated to each particle. The simplest method is to sample independently, with replacement, from the weighted empirical distribution, which is done efficiently by simulating directly order statistics associated with a uniform N-sample.



c) Taking cartographic constraints into account



and by integration



One major advantage of particle filtering is that constraints are easily taken into considerations. The simplest strategy is to reject transitions that does not satisfy the constraints. For any i = 1,…,N, a particle



is



proposed according to the density



in



the unconstrained space, and the transition



is



accepted if it is valid, otherwise it is rejected, which results in the loss of the corresponding particle. Other strategies are proposed in [4]. In the following, up to 5 tries are done in case the transition is not valid, otherwise the particle gets killed.



Then



If the two prior conditional densities are approximated by weighted empirical densities, i.e. if



and



d) Interaction between users The following approach has been proposed in [2], and for simplicity of exposition, consider the case of two users indexed by the superscript “1” and “2”, respectively. The two users behave independently, until a certain time tk when a contact is made, in the sense that a noisy measurement ,



then the two posterior approximated by



conditional



densities



are



of the distance between the two users, becomes available, where



is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean



and variance



. The two different pieces of



information that can be used are the prior density and the likelihood function. The prior density is the joint conditional density



of the state (position,



orientation, bias) of the two users at time tk, given past measurements collected separately by user “1” and by user “2” before time tk: under the independence assumption, this joint conditional density is the product of



the



two



terms of the conditional density interaction measurement zk given the joint state



of the ,



and it is expressed as



denotes the density of the additive noise .



It follows from the Bayes rule that



To get a better insight about these two expressions, consider for instance the first posterior conditional density, notice that the mapping



marginal



conditional densities. The likelihood function is defined in



where



and



can be interpreted as an averaged likelihood function to be used by user “1”, as if the interaction measurement zk was seen by user “1” as a distance measurement to a ranging beacon with uncertain location, expressed in terms of the particle population for user “2”. The same interpretation can be proposed for the second posterior conditional density, with the role of user “1” and user “2” interchanged. Once the interaction measurement has been processed, the two users can no longer be considered as independent, at least for a period of time, just because they have shared the same information. Even if noisy measurements of the distance between the two users become available during this period of time, these interaction measurements are ignored and are not processed, until the period of time is elapsed, after which the independence assumption can reasonably be made again.



Obviously, updating the particle weights in the approximation of the two conditional posterior densities is an operation of order N2, more precisely of order since the population size can differ for user “1” and user “2” and can vary over time. A faster solution can be proposed as follows: if the information provided by user “2” is sufficiently precise and accurate, then the particle population for user “2” can reasonably be approximated by a Gaussian density, which can be used in place of the weighted empirical density. e) Monitoring sample size and resampling There exist at least three different reasons to monitor the particle population. The first two reasons only deal with the particle weights, whereas the last reason deals with the particle positions in state space. Firstly, the range of particle weights across the population should be moderate, in other words situations where most particles have a negligible weight and only a few particles concentrate most of the weight should be avoided. Secondly, there should be sufficiently many particles alive, in other words situations where too many particles have a zero weight, for instance because they cannot satisfy the cartographic constraints, should be avoided. This second reason can be thought of as a special case of the first reason, but nevertheless it deserves a special attention. Such situations are detected by monitoring the effective sample size, which amounts to monitoring the variance of the weights, and the action is to resample the population of particles according to their respective weights, in such a way that particles with a high weight are more likely to be replicated, whereas particles with a low weight are more likely to be discarded. Thirdly, particles should fill the state space densely enough: obviously, there are regions of the state space where no particle is to be found, just because the probability of the user state being is such a region is very small, if not zero, but on the other hand, situations where the number of particles is to small to correctly cover the region where the user state is likely to be, whatever large this region may be, should be avoided. Think of a situation where the user walks in open space so that cartographic constraints cannot help and where no sensor measurement is available in this open space. The only available information is PNS information, so that uncertainty grows for a time (until the user enters a constrained space again or until sensor measurements are available again) and more particles are needed to correctly represent this larger uncertainty. Conversely, when the situation improves in such a way that the uncertainty decreases, then the particle population should cover a smaller region of the state space, and less particles are needed. To address the first two issues, one suitable measure of the degeneracy problem is the effective sample size [5], defined as follows:



where denotes the normalized weight of the ith particle. If the effective sample size Neff $ %N is below a given threshold, then resampling is performed. To address the third issue, it has been suggested [3] to iteratively increase the sample size by one unit, until the number N of particles and the number K of non-empty bins, in a suitable partition of the state space into a countable collection of disjoint bins, satisfy the following relationship:



In this expression, & denotes some accuracy level and z1-' denotes the upper 1-' quantile of the standard Gaussian distribution. A suboptimal implementation of this approach has been implemented here, that merely provides a measure of the sparsity of the particle positions in state space: indeed, if the number Ncur of particles in the current population and the number Kcur of non-empty bins for the current population, satisfy the reverse inequality, then the current population is considered as too sparsely filling the state space, and the sample size is changed from Ncur to the following number or to the nearest integer.



f) Closed-loop implementation The Bayesian estimator is defined as the mean of the weighted particle population. As long as this estimator is considered as reliable, it can be used to reset the equation of the PNS estimator. In such a way, the PNS estimator is prevented to drifting away too much from the true position and orientation. Conversely, the PNS estimator is now more reliable and it can be used to re-initialize the particle filter when necessary, for instance when the sample size is zero or when no particle match the measurement provided by a beacon, as detected by the criterion proposed in [4] for loss detection. EXTENDED KALMAN FILTER a) Filter design An alternative approach, less computational-intensive



than particle filtering, is Kalman-like filtering. Instead of propagating a population of particles characterized by their positions and weights, the extended Kalman filter simply propagates a mean vector



and a covariance



matrix, or merely a symmetric semi-definite positive matrix, Pk. Roughly speaking, these first and second order statistics are obtained by (i) linearization of the original model around the current mean vector, (ii) application of the Kalman filter equations, originally suited for linear Gaussian models, to the linearized model. To be more specific, the equation (prior model based on PNS measurements) for the state variable xk is linearized around the current mean vector



, and applying the



prediction step in the Kalman filter equations results in an expression for the predictor and



and for



. Then, the equation for the measurement , and



applying the filtering (or update, or correction) step in the Kalman filtering equations results in an expression for the and for



, in terms of zk,



around the current mean value



and



applying the filtering (or update, or correction) step in the Kalman filtering equations, or simply applying conditioning in Gaussian random vectors, results in an expression for the filter covariance matrix



, in terms of



Keeping only the diagonal blocks matrix



and for its ,



and



and



provides the desired estimators



.



of the and



for users “1” and “2”, and their covariance matrices and



, respectively.



, in terms of



zk is linearized around the current mean vector



filter



respectively. Linearizing the measurement equation



and



.



There are however some limitations with this approach. Indeed, linearization should be performed carefully to avoid errors that could severely affect the behaviour (not to speak about the accuracy) of the estimator. In the application considered here, constraints are not easily taken into consideration and the best one can hope for is to come up with heuristic rules or ad hoc modification of the extended Kalman filter equations, which limited performance. Notice that particle filters do not have these two limitations.



SIMULATION SCENARIOS The map used to assess the performance of the hybrid positioning system is show in Figure 2. It is composed of wide and constrained areas that reflect various building configurations. In that sense, the simulation map is well suited to evaluate the different algorithm options. The map is approximately 150 m per 100 m wide.



b) Interaction between users On the positive side, interaction between users can be easily taken into consideration with a Kalman-like approach. Recall that the interaction measurement zk can be expressed as:



where and variance



is a Gaussian white noise with zero mean . The joint state variable



is



now modeled as a Gaussian random vector, with mean vector and block-diagonal covariance matrix



Figure 2: Simulated indoor environment. Several scenarios are simulated to analyse the impact of the beacons density on the accuracy of the positioning system. Low, medium and high-density cases are considered in the following, as illustrated in Figure 3. The ranging beacons and WiFi access point’s coverage are shown respectively in red and blue. Low density



medium density



high density



and



Figure 3: Beacons density configurations.



In the low-density scenario, the empty area is fitted with only two beacons, which shall be sufficient with the map matching. The upper right and lower left structured areas do not receive any beacon signal, whereas the lower right area receives on. The four areas are fitted with a WiFi AP. Considering the medium-density scenario, accuracy should be improved in the empty area, with a third beacon. This additional beacon should also improve the positioning accuracy in the upper-right area. Here, the three structured areas are fitted with two WiFi APs, which should help in resolving positioning ambiguities. Finally, the high density scenario implements a fourth beacon in the empty area, which shall improve also the positioning accuracy in the three structured area, which all receive two beacon signals, with still some ambiguity to resolve. By means of these three configuration scenarios relying on diversely structured environment, the performance of the system can be preliminary assessed for different performance levels of sensor measurements. Table 1 summarizes the characteristics of the different types of measurement. All noises are Gaussian. In the case of WiFi, several standard deviations are simulated depending on the number of walls crossed by the direct signal. Measurement type



Range



Noise (1()



Ranging beacon



40 m



1.5 m



WiFi User-to-user



30 m 10 m



5 / 10 / 15 m 1m



SIMULATION TEST RESULTS The time needed for the filters to converge to the actual user’s position is first analyzed. From all the simulations that have been conducted, it comes out that the convergence time is highly dependent on the presence of beacons. Despite the user’s heading uncertainty can be partially reduced thanks to the information provided by a magnetometer, the position is rather difficult to initialize without any absolute measurements. Figure 4 illustrates two different initialization configurations for the lowdensity scenario. In all the figures, the red dot is the true position of the user, whereas the purple scattered line is the trajectory computed by the filter. Here is illustrated the particle filter results. The same conclusions can be drawn for the EKF filter. In the first case (top figures), the convergence is obtained after 4 iterations of the filter thanks to a ranging beacon, whereas in the second case the convergence is achieved only after 22 iterations because the user meets a WiFi access point later in the trajectory.



Table 1: Ranging measurements characteristics. Different grades of PNS are also simulated, as detailed below in Table 2. PNS grade Distance error [% of travelled distance] Heading drift



Low



High



7%



3%



0.7 °/s



0.15 °/s



Table 2: Simulated PNS grades. In the conducted simulations, a special attention is paid on the impact of the following key features on the overall filters performance: • Initial position and heading uncertainty • Beacon densities • PNS grades • Map constraints • Interaction between users • Number of particles used in the particle filter



Figure 4: Illustration of the time required for the particle filter to converge. Having this initialization constraint in mind, the following simulations are conducted with a position and heading uncertainty of respectively ±20m and ±10°. The performance of the positioning system is computed on the basis of 20 simulations involving 4 users interacting with each others. Table 3 summarizes the simulation results in the lowdensity scenario. From the table, we clearly see the lack of accuracy of the solution provided by the extended Kalman filter. This is somehow consistent with the implementation of the EKF that does not take into account map constraints (MC) as external measurements. Opposite, the performance of the particle filter with MC seems very promising. It indeed provides the most accurate position solution, below 3m RMS, in case 4000



particles are used in the filter. The 2000-particle filter version has comparable performance. One interesting result is that the PNS grade seems not to have a great impact on the overall mean accuracy, with tends to demonstrate the great improvement brought by the considerations of map constraints in the filter. PNS grade Error [m]



Low



High



RMS



max



RMS



max



PF with MC – 4000p



2.3



18.7



2.4



16.3



PF with MC – 2000p



3.4



23.6



2.5



19.8



PF without MC



13.1



76.5



8.5



46.2



EKF without MC



37.1



164.5



17.1



88.9



Table 3: Simulation results – Low density case. The effect of including map constraints within the PF filter is shown below in Figure 5, reading pictures from left to right.. In the figure; the red dot is the true position of the user, the green could if the particle could and the brow line is the reference trajectory. The filtered PF trajectory is the purple scattered line, which clearly follows the true trajectory with a good accuracy, especially when the user walks the corridor. As a comparison, the EKF solution is plotted as the dark purple dot. Opposite to the PF solution, the EKF positions exhibits drift due to PDR measurements that are not compensated by any cartographic constraints.



Figure 5: Illustration of map constraints effect. The effect of the interaction between at least 2 users is illustrated below in Figure 6 in the case of the particle filter. The particles of highest weight are concentrated around the bottom user position shown by the red dot. The top user is coming from the non-structured top left area and suffers from a lack of location accuracy, as illustrated by its widely spread particle cloud. At this stage, the position errors are shown in error plot at the bottom of Figure 6. Then both users are close enough to get a range measurement. The top user tremendously benefit from this additional information as shown by the top right figure, which shows the location system status just after the interaction between the users. The location error of the top user is reduced below 3 meters.



Figure 6: Illustration of the improvement brought by the interaction between users. The interaction between users improves significantly the location accuracy in the use case illustrated above. This is mainly due to the fact that one user’s location is known with good accuracy. Indeed, if both users are lost in the buildings, other simulations have shown the ranging measurement did not provide any useful information. At less extent, in medium and high density scenarios and because the location of all the simulated users is quite good in these cases, it is not straightforward to conclude from a clear advantage of using ranging measurements between two users. From an algorithm point of view, there is a need to have access to the particle or the state vector of all the users involved in the interaction, which can be done at server level but is more complex to handle at user level because of communication constraints. The simulation results in the medium-density scenario are summarized in Table 4. As compared to the low-density scenario, there is a significant improvement in the performance of the filters non-aided by cartographic constraints. The particle filter and EKF solutions are indeed improved by a factor of respectively 1.8 and 2.3 in the low grade PNS case. The particle filter that takes into account map constraints still outperforms the other filters, with an overall performance comparable to the lowdensity scenario. This is very interesting from an infrastructure cost reduction point of view. Structured areas act as if ranging measurements where available, allowing an overall increase of accuracy while removing the need for more ranging beacons. As for the low-density



scenario, there is no significant difference between the 4000 and 2000-particle versions. PNS grade Error [m]



Low



High



RMS



max



RMS



max



PF with MC – 4000p



2.0



7.6



1.3



8.7



PF with MC – 2000p



2.1



8.0



1.0



7.4



PF without MC



7.2



47.9



6.9



34.3



EKF without MC



13.6



55.0



9.1



53.0



Table 4: Simulation results – Medium density case. Table 5 summarizes the simulation results for the highdensity scenario. The increase of ranging beacons improves the position accuracy of the filters non-aided by map constraints, with a gain of 1.6 and 4.3 for respectively the particle filter and the EKF, as compared to the medium-density scenario, considering the low grade PNS. The EKF provides even better results than the particle filter, which is a clear advantage as it requires very few processing power as compared to the particle filter. The particle filter implementing map constraints still provides the best accuracy. PNS grade Error [m]



Low



especially when at least one user was good positioned. However, such measurement is only easy useable at infrastructure level where the data from all the users are available. At user level, lots of communication bandwidth is required so that its implementation shall be carefully studied with respect to system cost and accuracy. Because the consideration of cartographic constraints is done in the case of the particle filter but not in the EKF, the performance of the latter was found worse than the particle filter version. However, no definitive conclusions can be drawn yet, and efficient map constraints implementation within the EKF is still under investigation. The development of the demonstrator elements is now started, with in particular the sensor module at user’s level, the user-to-ranging beacon and user-to-user ranging equipments.
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High



RMS



max



RMS



max



PF with MC – 4000p



1.9



6.5



1.9



6.1



PF with MC – 2000p



2.1



7.0



2.0



8.4



PF without MC



4.5



27.2



2.7



17.8



EKF without MC



3.1



19.7



3.0



17.9



Table 5: Simulation results – High density case.



CONCLUSION In this paper, a PNS-based hybrid positioning system conceived as an augmentation of a pure PNS has been presented. The hybrid system takes advantage of very few measurements of different types, and opposite to current indoor location techniques, it does not require the full coverage of the area where users have to be located. The system simulation results show that metric accuracy (below 3 meters, taking into account map constraints) was achievable in structured areas, even with scarce ranging measurements, making the system suitable to support presence and navigation applications. User to user measurements were found very efficient,
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